Why is conversation so easy?
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Traditional accounts of language processing suggest that monologue – presenting and listening to speeches – should be more straightforward than dialogue – holding a conversation. This is clearly not the case. We argue that conversation is easy because of an interactive processing mechanism that leads to the alignment of linguistic representations between partners. Interactive alignment occurs via automatic alignment channels that are functionally similar to the automatic links between perception and behaviour (the so-called perception–behaviour expressway) proposed in recent accounts of social interaction. We conclude that humans are ‘designed’ for dialogue rather than monologue.

Whereas many people find it difficult to present a speech or even listen to one, we are all very good at talking to each other. This might seem a rather obvious and banal observation, but from a cognitive point of view the apparent ease of conversation is paradoxical. The range and complexity of the information that is required in monologue (preparing and listening to speeches) is much less than is required in dialogue (holding a conversation). In this article we suggest that dialogue processing is easy because it takes advantage of a processing mechanism that we call ‘interactive alignment’. We argue that interactive alignment is automatic and reflects the fact that humans are designed for dialogue rather than monologue. We show how research in social cognition points to other similar automatic alignment mechanisms.

Problems posed by dialogue

There are several reasons why language processing should be difficult in dialogue. Take speaking. First, there is the problem that conversational utterances tend to be elliptical and fragmentary. Assuming, as most accounts of language processing do, that complete utterances are ‘basic’ (because all information is included in them), then elipsis should present difficulty. Second, there is the problem of opportunistic planning. Because you cannot predict how the conversation will unfold (your addressee might suddenly ask you an unexpected question that you have to answer), you cannot plan what you are going to say far in advance. Instead, you have to do it on the spot. Third, there is the problem of making what you say appropriate to the addressee. The appropriateness of referring to someone as ‘my next-door neighbour Bill’, Bill, or just him depends on how much information you share with your addressee at that point in the conversation. Does she know who Bill might be? Does she know more than one Bill? Is it obvious to both of you that there is only one male person who is relevant? Similarly, in listening, you have to guess the missing information in elliptical and fragmentary utterances, and also have to make sure that you interpret what the speaker says in the way he intends.

If this were not enough, conversation presents a whole range of interface problems. These include deciding when it is socially appropriate to speak, being ready to come in at just the right moment (on average you start speaking about 0.5 s before your partner finishes [1]), planning what you are going to say while still listening to your partner, and, in multi-party conversations, deciding who to address. To do this, you have to keep task-switching (one moment speaking, the next moment listening). Yet, we know that in general multi-tasking and task switching are really challenging [2]. Try writing a letter while listening to someone talking to you!

So why is conversation easy?

Part of the explanation is that conversation is a joint activity [3]. Interlocutors (conversational partners) work together to establish a joint understanding of what they are talking about. Clearly, having a common goal does some way towards solving the problem of opportunistic planning, because it makes your partner’s contributions more predictable (see Box 1). However, having a common goal does not in itself solve many of the problems of speaking and listening alluded to above. For instance, it does not ensure that your contributions will be appropriate for your addressee, alleviate the problems of dealing with fragmentary and elliptical utterances, or prevent interface problems.

One aspect of joint action that is important concerns what we call ‘alignment’. To come to a common understanding, interlocutors need to align their situation models, which are multi-dimensional representations containing information about space, time, causality, intentionality and currently relevant individuals [4–6]. The success of conversations depends considerably on the extent to which the interlocutors represent the same elements within their situation models (e.g. they should refer to the same individual when using the same name). Notice that even if interlocutors are arguing with each other or are lying, they have to understand each other, so presumably alignment is not limited to cases where interlocutors are in agreement.

But how do interlocutors achieve alignment of situation models? We argue that they do not do this by explicit negotiation. Nor do they model and dynamically update every aspect of their interlocutors’ mental states. Instead,
Box 1. Conversation as a joint activity

Both modern and traditional theories of dialogue argue that conversation can only be understood as joint activity [3,21]. In other words, conversation necessarily involves cooperation between interlocutors in a way that allows them to understand sufficiently the meaning of the dialogue as a whole; and this meaning results from joint processes. Take, for example, the dialogue in the example below, which was recorded from two players (A and B) engaged in a collaborative maze task who are trying to communicate their positions on their different mazes [22]. Although it might look disorganised, the sequence of utterances is quite orderly as long as we assume that the dialogue is made up of a series of joint actions reflected in links across turns [21,23]. A question such as (12) calls for an answer such as (13) This means that production and comprehension processes become coupled. B produces a question and expects an answer of a particular type; A hears the question and has to produce an answer of that type. Furthermore, the meaning of what is being communicated depends on the interlocutors’ agreement or consensus rather than on dictionary meanings [24] and is subject to negotiation [25]. This explains why overhearers not directly engaged in the dialogue have trouble understanding what is being said [26]. The coupling of production and comprehension processes in dialogue may go some way towards overcoming problems of opportunistic planning.

Example maze-game dialogue taken from Garrod and Anderson [22]. (Colons mark noticeable pauses of less than 1 s)

1 B: OK Stan, let’s talk about this. Whereabouts – whereabouts are you?
2 A: Right: er: I’m: I’m extreme right.
3 B: Extreme right.
...
8 A: You know the extreme right, there’s one box.
9 B: Yeah right, the extreme right it’s sticking out like a sore thumb.
10 A: That’s where I am.
11 B: It’s like a right indicator.
12 A: Yes, and where are you?
13 B: Well I’m er: that right indicator you’ve got.
14 A: Yes.
15 B: The right indicator above that.
16 A: Yes.
17 B: Now if you go along there. You know where the right indicator above yours is?
18 A: Yes.
19 B: If you go along to the left: I’m in that box which is like: one, two boxes down OK.

Box 2. Evidence for alignment in dialogue

Interlocutors become aligned at many different linguistic levels simultaneously, almost invariably without any explicit negotiation. At the level of the situation model, interlocutors align on spatial reference frames: if one speaker refers to objects egocentrically (e.g. ‘on the left’ to mean on the speaker’s left), then the other speaker tends to use an egocentric perspective as well [27]. More generally, they align on a characterization of the domain, for instance using coordinate systems (e.g. A4, D3) or figurative descriptions (e.g. T-shape, right indicator) to refer to positions in a maze [22,28]. Dialogue transcripts are full of lexical repetition [29], and there are many experimental demonstrations of lexical alignment [22,30]. Interlocutors start to refer to particular objects using the same referring expressions (which gradually become shorter), but they tend to be modified if the interlocutor changes [24]. Syntactic alignment also occurs in dialogue, with speakers repeating the syntactic structure used by their interlocutors for cards describing events [11] (e.g. ‘the diver giving the cake to the cricketer’) or objects [31], and repeating syntax or closed-class lexical items in question-answering [32]. They even repeat syntax between languages, when one interlocutor speaks English and the other speaks Spanish [33]. There is evidence for alignment of clarity of articulation [34], and of accent and speech rate [35]. Finally, alignment at one level increases alignment at other levels, with people being more likely to use an unusual form like ‘the sheep that is red’ (rather than the red sheep) after they have just heard ‘the goat that is red’ than after they heard ‘the door that is red’ [31]. This is because sheep is semantically related to goat but not door.

The value of interactive alignment

How does interactive alignment help overcome the problems of dialogue? First, consider processing elliptical and fragmentary utterances. Interactive alignment ensures that interlocutors operate on common representations. So in speaking, each partner generates his utterance on the basis of what he has just heard from the other and can leave out redundant information without the risk of misunderstanding. Similarly in listening, aligned representations at all linguistic levels up to and including that of the situation model (see Figure 1).

Now consider opportunistic planning. Because conversation is a joint activity, much of the high-level planning (e.g. formulating speaker intentions) is distributed between interlocutors (see Box 1). For example, in producing a question, the speaker has already specified the high level goal for his addressee’s next utterance, namely to answer that question. We also know that the form of the question constrains the form of the answer. For instance, ‘Being called “your highness”’ is a well-formed reply to the question ‘What does Tricia enjoy most?’, whereas ‘That she be called “your highness”’ is not [12,13]. This is because you cannot say ‘Tricia enjoys that she be called

they use a largely unconscious process of ‘interactive alignment’ [7]. This is a process by which people align their representations at different linguistic levels at the same time. They do this by making use of each others’ choices of words, sounds, grammatical forms, and meanings. Additionally, alignment at one level leads to more alignment at other levels. Hence, ‘low-level’ alignment (e.g. of words or syntax) leads to alignment at the critical level of the situation model (see Box 2). Conversations succeed, not because of complex reasoning, but rather because of alignment at seemingly disparate linguistic levels.

Interactive alignment comes about for two related reasons: (i) Parity of representations used in production and comprehension (i.e. when speaking and listening) [8–10]; and, (ii) Priming of representations between speakers and listeners [11]. Parity of primed representations leads to imitation, and imitation leads to alignment of those representations between interlocutors. In other
"your highness". As interactive alignment predicts, speakers reuse the structures that they have just interpreted as listeners when formulating their response. This means that the low level planning of utterances is also distributed between interlocutors, thereby avoiding the problem of opportunistic planning.

What about the problem of making your utterances appropriate for your addressee? As a conversation proceeds, interactive alignment predicts that interlocutors build up a body of aligned representations, which we call the ‘implicit common ground’. When this is sufficiently extensive, interlocutors do not have to infer each others’ state of mind. What this means, crucially, is that people routinely have no need to construct separate representations for themselves and for their interlocutors, or to reason with such representations.

Finally, there is the problem of constant task switching between listening and speaking. With interactive alignment, production and comprehension become interdependent because they extensively draw on the implicit common ground. Hence, the interlocutors tend to use many of the same computations in producing their utterances, which therefore tend to be similar at many different linguistic levels at the same time (see Box 2). As the conversation proceeds, it will become increasingly common when it supports those goals. Behavioural mimicry is conditional in this way (e.g. people mimic other’s incidental movements or gestures more when they intend to establish a rapport with the other person [20]). In the same way that the perception–behaviour expressway facilitates social interaction, automatic alignment channels facilitate language processing during conversation. (See Box 4 for other questions surrounding automatic alignment.)

**Conclusion**

So why is conversation easy? Our answer is that the interactive nature of dialogue supports interactive alignment of
linguistic representations. In turn the alignment of representations has the effect of distributing the processing load between the interlocutors because each reuses information computed by the other. Alignment comes about through automatic alignment channels similar to those in Dijksterhuis and Bargh’s perception–behaviour expressway, which suggests that humans are ‘designed’ for dialogue rather than monologue. This to be expected about through automatic alignment channels similar to those in Dijksterhuis and Bargh’s perception–behaviour expressway, which suggests that humans are ‘designed’ for dialogue rather than monologue. This to be expected because it is through dialogue that humans learn to speak in the first place.
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